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Daily message of Mary, Rose of Peace, transmitted in the Marian Center of Figueira, Minas Gerais,
Brazil, to the visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

Dear children:

The times that are approaching will not be as the times of the past, and this will awaken in many
consciousnesses the primary motive to seek God and His eternal Kingdom.

Humanity cannot live without the Heavenly Father, it would be like a small rebellious child who
does not want to listen, being at the edge of great danger. Humanity is this way, blind in all it does
and practices, without spiritual foundations that could nourish and awaken it to higher realities.

The sorrow of the Sacred Hearts is to see a humanity that lacks gratitude and love for all it has
received. Therefore, the Lord, our God, will remove by surprise some things from the path so that
some consciousnesses react and perceive that these are no longer times of normality or pleasure.

The human race has decided to distance itself from God, and from nature, which is loyal to higher
Laws; this separation is shown during the planetary birth.

The Earth, as a consciousness, suffers every day what its children do without consciousness or
wisdom.

All will be put in its place. Therefore, remember the words of My Son: "Stone will not remain upon
stone." He wanted to say that within each soul and on the whole planet nothing will remain as
before. Therefore, the prayer of the heart will be the torch that will illuminate the times of darkness
that humanity is going through.

You will see things that you will not be able to believe, but that will be as real as they are true, that
will be the reflection of the lack of love that humanity has for God.

Blessed are those who persevere and do not stop in the face of the events, because the Kingdom of
God will be the ardent aspiration to find peace. Be bearers of My Peace and follow My steps, the
time is approaching for all and you must be strengthened.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who awakens you to the Truth of the times,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


